1) - So John Reynolds, Tell us a little about yourself, age- where you live & what
gets you out of bed each day?
Well I'm 25 years old and live in Denver, CO. I'm not much of a morning person so
its usual tough to get out of bed but I love my job and love the traveling I get to do so
lately its been easy.
2) - You're the new Yeti Videographer, please tell us more about your role and
what it involves?
Basically I will be traveling with the World Cup team and creating all of the new
video content for the site and then making sure that it gets out to all of the other sites
so people can watch them. We also have another videographer working for us who we
be traveling with the national team, his name is Kevin.
3) - What races & Series have you covered before? Mainly US races or the world
cup?
Until now I have only ever covered US races like the old NORBA series and MSC
races.
4) - I've recently seen your Slo Mo montage on Litter mag, have you any other
stuff kicking about that I can check out, any DVDs you have worked on?
Yeah Ii have some shots in various DVD's and have put out some other web videos.
As of right now there isn't anywhere that you can see them but I am thinking about
working on a website.
5) - What sort of bikes do you have?
Right now all I have is a BMX bike but I'm looking forward to getting a full fleet of
Yeti's when i get back in the fall.
6) - Where was the last please you rode?
Not really sure, I have been on the road for almost 2 months now but it was probably
some street spots in Denver around my apartment.
7) - Covering the races must be as much fun as it is hard work, have you any
wild/funny/insane stories you can tell us?
Yeah its a good time for sure, there aren't any stories that come to mind right now but
ask me in a another month or two and I'm sure that i will have something good. Were
about to head out on the road for the next month and I'm driving the sprinter van so it

will probably get interesting.
8) - What sort of Camera do you use? What format?
Right now I'm using the Sony EX1. You can shoot in several different formats with
the camera which are all HD, I've been experimenting a lot with different ones and as
of right now using the 720/60p format
9) - What is the hardest part about your job?
It does get hard to be away from my girlfriend, family, friends but other then that its
all good.
10)

- Who is your favorite person to work with?

When it comes to filming I usually like to work with up and coming riders because
they are always stoked to push back up the hill and get the shot but everyone at the
factory is rad and really fun to work with on a daily bases.
11)

- Anyone you'd like to thank or Plug?

I would like to thank my Parents and family for all the support over the years, my
girlfriend Julianne, everyone at Yeti, all my friends back in Denver, Clay Porter, the
entire Sol Vista Team, Spomer for always posting my videos on Littermag.com, and
any rider who i filmed.

